Create years of curb appeal with Thermally Modified Wood Collection. The thermal modification process stabilizes the wood, making it less vulnerable to shrinking and seasonal shifts. Tongue and groove siding boards come end-matched and natural or prefinished in a variety of colors. Perfect for exterior and interior use.

FEATURES

• 20-year limited warranty (rot/decay)
• All-natural heat wood preservation process
• End-matched profile for faster install and less waste
• Interlocking pattern requires fewer exposed fasteners
• 1x6 and 1x8 widths in 10-16 ft. random lengths
JOB PACK QUANTITIES AVAILABLE.

NOTE: Color will vary from board to board and lot to lot due to natural characteristics of wood. It is recommended you purchase your entire job, plus a minimum of 10% overage to ensure most consistent color.

NATURAL RUSTIC ELEGANCE

Crafted from pine, these wood siding boards infuse a captivating rustic charm into any project. Whether natural or prefinished, each board brings character through intricate knots, natural wood grain, and a textured face.

- Wire-brushed surface
- Natural knots and grain
- Rustic aesthetic

SPECIAL ORDER TRIMS:

1X4-1X8
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